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Summary
From an archeological perspective, this article discusses sacred mobility and ritual move-
ment in Greek Hellenistic festivals. It focuses on the Panhellenic festival of Artemis Leuko-
phryene in Magnesia-on-the-Meander. Instructively, this festival shows the various forms of
festive movements in ancient Greece and their contextual meaning. Firstly, the article ex-
amines movement during the preliminary stages of the festival as an instrument to create a
cultural framework. Secondly, it takes a look on the procession conducted in the festival in
which the celebrating community mediated an image of its civic identity. The architecture,
monuments, and inscriptions of the Magnesian topography are given due consideration to
gain information about trajectories, participants, and the procession’s ritual framework.
Keywords: Feasts; ritual structures; religious networks and identities; archaeological and
epigraphical sources
Der Artikel diskutiert aus einer archäologischen Perspektive sakrale Mobilität und rituel-
le Bewegung in griechischen Festkontexten hellenistischer Zeit. Im Mittelpunkt steht das
panhellenische Fest der Artemis Leukophryene in Magnesia am Mäander. Dieser Befund
zeigt exemplarisch Funktion und Bedeutung verschiedener Bewegungsformen in panhel-
lenischen Festen: einerseits im Vorfeld der Feste zur Positionierung innerhalb eines grö-
ßeren kulturellen Bezugssystems, andererseits als konkretes Festritual, in dem die feiernde
Gemeinde ein Bild ihrer selbst inszenierte. Die funktionale und inhaltliche Bedeutung der
bestimmenden Architekturen, Monumente und Inschriften der magnesischen Festtopogra-
phie steht hierbei im Zentrum, um zu Aussagen über Prozessionsroute, Teilnehmer und
Rituale zu erhalten.
Keywords: Fest; rituelle Strukturen; religiöse Netzwerke und Identitäten; archäologische
und epigraphische Quellen
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This article is an excerpt from my dissertation on the Magnesian festival of Artemis Leuko-
phryene. The Berlin Graduate School of Ancient Studies and the Excellence Cluster Topoi
generously supported this work. Special thanks I owe to Orhan Bingöl, director of the Mag-
nesia excavation, who helped me in the friendliest way in word and deed during my several
stays on the site. Boris Dreyer from the University of Erlangen provided me necessary epi-
graphic assistance. Volker Kästner from the Berliner Antikensammlung gave me access to
the museum archives and valuable insights into the history of the Magnesia excavations.
The architect Annika Zeitler from the University of Regensburg shared her professional
knowledge on various architectural matters with me.
ǟ New ‘Panhellenic’ festivals – pilgrimage and procession in the
Hellenistic period
An examination of the signiﬁcance of pilgrimage and processions in Greek antiquity
cannot omit the ‘new Panhellenic’ festivals, which took place in large numbers in the
Hellenistic period.1 From the beginning of the third century BC we observe that vari-
ous local cults were upgraded into Panhellenic festivals in many city-states (poleis [Pl.],
polis [Sg.]) throughout the Greek world. Referring to literary and epigraphic sources,
K. Rigsby listed ȍȎ festivals that were enhanced to this new status down to the end of
the second century BC.2 In this context we hear of extensive festive embassies (theoriai
[Pl.], theoria [Sg.]) sent out from various poleis to announce the new festivals to all cor-
ners of the Greek koine (community) addressing other cities, city-leagues, and monar-
chs.3 As a core element, the new festivals centred on a large sacriﬁce for the chief deity
of the hosting polis to which the festive ambassadors (theoroi [Pl.], theoros [Sg.]) invited
their addressees to send delegations to join the rituals. Together the inviting citizens and
the foreign delegates were to partake in festal processions (pompai [Pl.], pompe [Sg.]) to
honour the gods. To attract further visitors the new games included large-scale festivi-
ties, banquets, and customs-free markets. A major part in this was played by extensive
1 On the deﬁnitional problem of the term ‘pilgrim-
age’ for the Greek world see Elsner and Rutherford
ȋȉȉȎ, Ȋ–Ȋȍ. Compare Friese and Kristensen ȋȉȊȐ,
Ȋȉ; Bremmer ȋȉȊȐ, ȋȐȎ–ȋȑȍ.
2 Rigsby ȊȒȒȏ, compare Chaniotis ȊȒȒȎ, Ȋȏȍ–Ȋȏȑ;
Parker ȋȉȉȍ, Ȋȑ–ȋȋ. For a general overview see
Robert ȊȒȑȒ, ȌȎ–ȍȎ.
3 One might compare the Magnesian efforts to those
conducted in course of the establishing of the Koan
festival of Asklepieia with theoroi sent to Italy,
Sicily, Macedonia, the Greek mainland, the Aegean
Island, and Asia Minor; see Hallof and Rigsby ȋȉȊȉ,
nos. ȋȉȑ–ȋȌȌ. – In general on theoria see Boesch
ȊȒȉȑ, Dillon ȊȒȒȐ, ȒȒ–ȊȋȌ; Elsner and Rutherford
ȋȉȉȎ, Ȑ–ȊȊ; Rutherford ȋȉȊȌ. Compare also the arti-
cle of J. Kubatzki in this volume.
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and competitive ‘crowned games’ (agones stephanites) modelled after the traditional Pan-
hellenic festivals in Olympia, Delphi, Nemea, and Isthmia in which the victors were
awarded crowns and extensive honours.4 To provide protection for the traveling visi-
tors a sacred state of inviolability (asylia) for the hosting polis was negotiated. Various
inscriptions about the sending of official delegations (also called theoriai) attested the
acceptance of the new festivals in the Greek world. But also the further festivities, free
meat and drink, as well as the markets attracted merchants, craftsmen, and idlers of all
kinds.5 The Isthmian games in ȊȒȏ BC, for example, were attended by tens of thousands
of visitors.
The increase in Panhellenic festivals is closely linked to the political, social, and
economic development that the Greek poleis had to endure in Hellenistic times. The
military campaigns of Philip II and Alexander the Great, the establishment of the Suc-
cessors’ kingdoms, and the appearance of Rome in the eastern Mediterranean formed
central powers that threatened the political sovereignty of the poleis. This situation en-
couraged a kind of civic vitalization within the city-states.6 The focus on internal policy
and the stressing of civic bodies such as the boule (city council) and the ekklesia (city
assembly) formed part of this development. The same applied for the educative institu-
tions of gymnasion and ephebia to increase the self-identiﬁcation with the hometown.7
Great and lavish building measures emphasized the signiﬁcance of urban space mainly
conducted by wealthy citizens.8 In return the benefactors received extensive honours
from their fellow citizens.9 We can also trace the attempts to underline a city’s ideal sta-
tus in the Greek koine by mythography and historiography.10 Finally, the brisk ‘diplo-
matic’ relations between the poleis attest the importance of a Panhellenic consciousness.
Traveling ambassadors, judges, merchants, artists, athletes, and scholars provided a tight
communication network.11
Against this background the new festivals formed another way for the poleis to me-
diate civic awareness. As A. Giovannini pointed out, the Panhellenic festivals – the tra-
ditional as well as the Hellenistic – served as meeting places for the Greek city-states.12
The collective worship of the gods, the renewal of kin- and friendship, the negotiation of
4 Parker ȋȉȉȍ, ȊȊ–Ȋȋ; Robert ȊȒȑȒ, ȐȊȉ. For the Koan
Asklepieia we observe an intermingling of Pythian
and Isthmian style games; see Hallof and Rigsby
ȋȉȊȉ, nos. ȍȎȌ–ȍȎȍ.
5 On the attendees at festivals see Köhler ȊȒȒȏ, Ȋȍȑ,
ȊȎȉ–ȊȎȋ. – The signiﬁcance of ritual feasting dur-
ing the festival is thoroughly discussed by Schmitt
Pantel ȊȒȒȐ.
6 For a introductory overview and further literature
on speciﬁc themes see Giovannini ȊȒȒȌ; Gruen
ȊȒȒȌ; Wörrle and Zanker ȊȒȒȎ; Gehrke ȋȉȉȌ; Har-
land ȋȉȉȏ; Gehrke ȋȉȉȐ; Nijf ȋȉȊȌ.
7 The gymnasion was in Greek antiquity a facility for
physical training and an educational institution for
especially the young members of the community;
see Kah and Scholz ȋȉȉȍ.
8 Lauter ȊȒȑȏ; Hesberg ȊȒȒȍ; Heinle ȋȉȉȒ; Zimmer-
mann ȋȉȉȒ.
9 Habicht ȊȒȒȎ, ȑȐ–Ȓȋ; Wörrle ȊȒȒȎ, ȋȍȊ–ȋȎȉ.
10 Chaniotis ȊȒȑȑ, Ȋȏȋ–ȊȐȌ, ȌȐȋ–ȌȐȐ; Schepens ȋȉȉȊ,
Ȍ–ȋȎ.
11 Giovannini ȊȒȒȌ, ȋȐȍ–ȋȐȒ; Gruen ȊȒȒȌ, ȌȌȒ–ȌȎȍ.
12 Giovannini ȊȒȒȌ, ȋȑȉ, ȋȑȌ.
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political affairs, and the exchange of information, values, and ideas under a sacred truce
brought together official delegations and private persons alike and fostered a sentiment
of shared identity based on cultural, political, social, and ethical bonds.13 In addition,
the festivals were sites of competition. Political, military, and social rivalries between the
poleis were a driving force in Greek society to raise a city’s proﬁle. The Panhellenic festi-
vals provided an opportunity to stage these rivalries through sporting agonistics: artists
and athletes competed for their personal reputation and the glory of their hometowns
alike.
Although we may consider the aspect of Panhellenic communication to be paramount
for the popularity, for the hosting polis the establishment of such an event was inter-
linked with further-reaching intentions. The endowment of such large-scale festivities
gave the host an opportunity for self-display to a Panhellenic audience and the opportu-
nity to stress its affiliation to the koine. Accordingly, the new festivals were thoroughly
choreographed presenting the political, social, and economic integrity of the hosting
poleis, their cultic and cultural traditions, their mythological and historical past, as well
as their place and status within the Greek community.14
The main tool for staging these various contents was the processions that formed a
regular feature of ancient Greek festivals since the Geometric period. The original pur-
pose of the procession was the escorting of sacred objects, offerings, and/or victims by
the festive community to a certain place where they were sacriﬁced to a divine recip-
ient.15 In this function pompai were also occasions on which their participants would
represent themselves to the gods and fellow men as a pious and united community. The
proper execution of the procession was a serious matter regulated by sacred laws (hieroi
nomoi). A. Chaniotis pointed out that in the Hellenistic period an increasing effort and
diligence was put to regulate every single detail of the pompai in order to ensure their
appropriate execution:16 It was determined who may take part in the procession, the
right clothing, as well as the adornment of the sacriﬁcial animals. The line-up of the
procession was commonly conducted in terms of hierarchical criteria in order to pro-
vide a representative and elaborate sample of the festive community – that could be age
divisions or civic groups, religious and political functions, birth and social background,
gender and beauty, or the status as citizen or foreigner. We ﬁnd regulations for the posi-
tion of cult objects and images within the procession, of aesthetic and artistic elements
such as musicians, acrobats, and choirs, of athletes and artists. All together, the main
concern of the Hellenistic decrees was to stage the procession, as an ideal image of the
13 Kowalzig ȋȉȉȎ, ȍȌ–ȍȍ; Rutherford ȋȉȉȐ, ȋȌ–ȋȐ;
Rutherford ȋȉȊȌ.
14 Chaniotis ȊȒȒȎ, Ȋȏȉ–ȊȏȌ; Chankowski ȋȉȉȎ, ȊȑȎ–
ȋȉȏ; Beck and Wiemer ȋȉȉȒ, ȋȏ–ȌȎ; Wiemer ȋȉȉȒa,
ȊȊȏ–ȊȋȐ; Wiemer ȋȉȉȒb, ȑȌ–Ȋȉȑ.
15 Bömer ȊȒȎȋ, ȊȑȐȑ–ȊȒȊȌ; Burkert ȊȒȑȎ, ȒȒ–ȊȉȊ. For
further literature see Bruni ȋȉȉȍ. See also the article
of J. Kubatzki in this volume.
16 Chaniotis ȊȒȒȎ, ȊȎȎ–Ȋȏȉ.
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civic body, as aesthetically and harmoniously as possible.17 In this context A. Chaniotis
has spoken of the increasing theatricality of Hellenistic ritual.18
Ǡ The Panhellenic festival of Artemis Leukophryene – an
archaeological approach
While the abovementioned regulations for processions governed the criteria of person-
nel, structure, performance, and timing, a central aspect of pompai concerned space. The
reaching of a spatially determined place where the dedications are made can be said to
be the primary aim of a procession. This place is regularly the altar of a deity commonly
located in its sanctuary (temenos [Sg.], temene [Pl.]), but the starting point of the pro-
cession and the route leading to its goal were also matters of importance. The way to
the altar connected signiﬁcant spaces and structures, which could be speciﬁc landscapes
and locations, architectures and monuments, streets and gates, or images and statues
related in a religious, mythological, historical, political, or social way to the cult, the fes-
tival, and/or the self-conception of the festive community.19 In fact, many of the poleis
hosting new festivals were greatly concerned with the spatial setting of their festivities.20
We are informed about large-scale building measures in the temene to foster the festive
procedures and their signiﬁcance. This can be seen in the tendency towards holistic site
planning and speciﬁc architectural forms that promoted ritual performances, for ex-
ample porticoes, gates (propyla [Pl.], propylon [Sg.]), monumental stairways, altars, and
benches (exedrai [Pl.], exedra [Sg.]).21 Together with other monuments, votives, and in-
scriptions, the buildings merged into proper festive spaces.22 This development can be
traced in the sanctuaries of Asklepios on Kos, of Apollo Didymeus in Miletus, and of
Zeus Naios in Dodona.23
Among these refurbished sites the certainly most instructive and extensively studied
is the sanctuary of Artemis Leukophryene in Magnesia-on-the-Meander. In ȋȉȑ BC the
17 Chaniotis ȊȒȒȎ, ȊȎȑ–Ȋȏȉ; Chaniotis ȊȒȒȒ;
Chankowski ȋȉȉȎ, ȋȉȍ–ȋȉȏ.
18 Chankowski ȋȉȊȌ, ȊȐȌ–ȊȐȍ. He deﬁnes theatricality
as the effort to evoke emotional impacts on an audi-
ence to achieve a certain reaction to or perception of
sacral conditions through non-verbal communica-
tion such as performance, people, physical structure
or space.
19 Bömer ȊȒȎȋ, ȊȒȉȋ–ȊȒȉȏ; Burkert ȊȒȑȎ, ȒȒ–Ȋȉȉ;
Bruni ȋȉȉȍ, ȋ; compare also J. Kubatzki’s article on
this issue.
20 Hesberg ȊȒȑȊ, ȊȊȍ–ȊȊȐ; Hesberg ȊȒȒȍ, Ȑȑ–ȑȑ; My-
lonopulos ȋȉȉȑ, ȍȒ–ȏȉ; Heinle ȋȉȉȒ, ȍȊ–ȏȒ; Zim-
mermann ȋȉȉȒ, ȋȌ–ȍȉ; Mylonopoulos ȋȉȊȊ, ȍȌ–Ȏȏ.
21 Hesberg ȊȒȒȍ, ȍ–ȋȒ; Thüngen ȊȒȒȍ, Ȍȉ–ȍȐ; Linfert
ȊȒȒȎ, ȊȌȊ–Ȋȍȏ; Becker ȋȉȉȌ, ȋȒȑ–Ȍȉȋ; Hollinshead
ȋȉȊȋ, ȋȐ–ȏȏ.
22 On images: Hesberg ȊȒȒȍ, ȒȐ–ȊȊȍ. – On honoriﬁc
monuments: Bielfeldt ȋȉȊȋ, Ȑȑ–Ȋȋȋ; Ma ȋȉȊȌ. – On
inscriptions: Witschel ȋȉȊȍ.
23 For the sanctuary of the Koan Asklepios see Gruben
ȋȉȉȊ, ȍȍȉ–ȍȍȑ, and Interdonato ȋȉȊȌ. – For Didyma
see Dignas ȋȉȉȋ, ȋȌ–ȋȍ. – For Dodona see Cabanes
ȊȒȑȑ, and Gruben ȋȉȉȊ, ȊȊȏ–ȊȊȒ.
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citizens of Magnesia established a new Panhellenic festival, the Leukophryena, on the
occasion of an epiphany of their patron deity Artemis some ﬁfteen years earlier.24 The
festival should be held every four years and include a sacriﬁce (thysia [Sg.], thysiai [Pl.])
for Artemis and festivities (panegyris [Sg.], panegyreis [Pl.]) with athletic, equestrian, and
artistic games that took the Panhellenic festival of Apollo Pythios at Delphi as a model.25
A crown worth ﬁfty gold coins was awarded as winning prize.26 To proclaim the new
festival several groups of theoroi were sent out from Magnesia to travel the Greek koine
from Sicily to the Persian Gulf (Fig. Ȋ). The embassies’ request for acknowledgement
of the Leukophryena and recognition of asylia was in nearly every way successful: all
major monarchs and at least ȊȎȋ cities and city-leagues accepted the invitation to the
new festival. The decrees (psephismata [Pl.], psephisma [Sg.]) and letters with the positive
answers to the Magnesian invitation were arranged, together with the festival’s deed of
foundation and a transcript of the city’s founding myth, in a large epigraphic dossier in
the polis’s marketplace.27 Together with the Magnesians, the foreign theoroi should take
part in a large and elaborate procession that formed the core element of the new festival.
Simultaneously with the decree of the Leukophryena, the Magnesians planned an
enormous building program. Besides extensive alteration works on the theatre, the focus
of the measures was the entire redesign of the city’s main places: the marketplace (agora
[Sg.]; agorai [Pl.]), and the adjoining sanctuary of Artemis Leukophryene.28 For this pur-
pose, the Magnesians commissioned the famous architect Hermogenes. Under his aegis
the construction of two vast, portico-framed plazas was initiated featuring new spatial
and visual concepts. The centrepieces of the construction work were a great new tem-
ple and an altar for Artemis in the sanctuary. In addition, archaeological ﬁeld research
in Magnesia was ﬁrstly conducted in the ȊȑȒȉs by a German excavation team led by
C. Humann and, secondly, since the ȊȒȑȉs by the University of Ankara under O. Bingöl
has produced a large body of architectural remains, monuments, images, statues, and
inscriptions.29 Already during the German campaign it had become clear that the build-
ing works in the temenos and the agora corresponded in terms of content and chronology
to the establishment of the festival.30 Heortological issues remained predominant in the
further research on the Magnesian record especially within the historical and philolog-
ical disciplines. Numerous case studies have been presented on different aspects of the
24 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. Ȋȏ = Rigsby ȊȒȒȏ, no. ȏȏ. On the
date see Thonemann ȋȉȉȐ, ȊȎȊ–ȊȎȍ.
25 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. Ȋȏ l. ȋȐ–ȌȎ = Rigsby ȊȒȒȏ, no. ȏȏ.
26 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. Ȋȏ l. ȋȒ = Rigsby ȊȒȒȏ, no. ȏȏ. Criti-
cal on this topic is Slater ȋȉȉȏ.
27 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, nos. Ȋȏ–ȑȐ. On the dossier see below,
section Ȍ.Ȋ.
28 For the construction work on the theatre see Hu-
mann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, ȋȌ–ȋȏ. – For the
topographical situation of the temenos and the agora
see below section Ȍ.
29 An outline of the earliest research in Magnesia pro-
vides O. Kern (Kern ȊȒȉȊ, I–IX). On the German ex-
cavations see Humann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ,
Kekulé von Stradonitz and Kern ȊȑȒȍ, and Kern
ȊȒȉȊ. On the Turkish excavations see Bingöl ȋȉȉȐ.
30 Kekulé von Stradonitz and Kern ȊȑȒȍ; Kern ȊȒȉȊ.
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Fig. ǟ Catchment area of the Magnesian festival of Artemis.
festival of Artemis. Here, major topics were the epigraphic dossier, the theoria and asylia
related to the Leukophryena, as well as the mythological and historical integration of
the Magnesians into the Panhellenic community.31 On the other hand, archaeological
work on the Magnesian site and its monuments has provided a large quantity of data
that demand a new archaeological approach to the Leukophryena.32
As T. Hölscher pointed out, classical archaeology provides the necessary methods to
read ancient sanctuaries as ‘signiﬁcant spaces’ of concrete cultic activities. In these spaces
31 Theoria: Boesch ȊȒȉȑ; Robert ȊȒȑȒ, ȐȊȊ–ȐȊȋ;
Chaniotis ȊȒȒȒ; Flashar ȊȒȒȒ. – Asylia: Mainly,
the asylia was seen as a protection against the
Hellenistic monarchs (compare Gauthier ȊȒȐȋ,
ȋȐȉ–ȋȐȍ; Buraselis ȋȉȉȌ ȊȍȌ–ȊȎȏ) or pirates (see
Gauthier ȊȒȐȋ, ȋȐȉ). S. Duˇsanić proposed that
the establishment of asylia was an attempt to
gain the Cretan poleis as allies against Miletus; see
Duganić ȊȒȑȌ/ȊȒȑȍ, Ȋȑ–ȍȑ. In a more general sense,
K. Rigsby regarded asylia as a primarily formal
proclamation to enhance a festival’s reputation and
acceptance; see Rigsby ȊȒȒȏ, ȊȐȒ–ȊȑȎ. – Identity:
Gehrke ȋȉȉȉ, Ȋ–Ȓ; Parker ȋȉȉȍ; Robert ȊȒȑȒ; Sumi
ȋȉȉȍ; Wiemer ȋȉȉȒb.
32 Köhler ȊȒȒȏ, Ȋȋ–ȊȌ; Flashar ȊȒȒȒ, ȍȊȎ.
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the natural environment, architecture, images and signs were interwoven with the sacred
rituals. Archaeology can make ritual movements visible by interpreting these elements
in relation to their infrastructural functions and symbolic meaning.33 The meaning and
memories that lie within symbols can be produced and reproduced in certain actions
and have an identity-creating effect. Their deciphering can provide insight into the cul-
tural, social, and political conception of the celebrating community.34
To take up this point, this paper’s further intention is to examine the topography of
the temenos of Artemis and the Magnesian agora in order to reconstruct the festive pro-
cession of the Leukophryena. This attempt has a threefold aim: Firstly, to extrapolate the
infrastructure and route, which directed the formal movements of the procession. Sec-
ondly, to map out the symbolic landscape, which contained topics related to the civic
awareness of the pompe’s participants. In conclusion, the article will deal with the ques-
tion of how the civic self-image of the Magnesian citizens was activated and mediated by
the personnel composition of the procession as well as its route and ritual performance
within the Magnesian topography.
ǡ The topographical setting of the Leukophryena
The festival’s centre stage was the temenos of Artemis Leukophryene and the agora adjoin-
ing it to the west (Fig. ȋ). Together the plazas occupied a vast area of about Ȍȏ ȉȉȉ m² in
the north eastern part of the city at the junction of the polis’s two main roads.35 Simul-
taneously with the Leukophryena’s establishment, an overall reshaping of the plazas
was initiated. Vitruvius mentioned Hermogenes as the builder of the great temple of
Artemis Leukophryene.36 However, for good reasons recent research has tended to at-
tribute to him the overall design of the two plazas including the altar of the goddess and
the architectural framing of the temenos and the agora with surrounding porticoes (stoai
[Pl.], stoa [Sg.]) creating two separate plazas connected with a gatehouse (propylon [Sg.],
propyla [Pl.]).37 The Hellenistic construction works, however, were primarily focused
on executing the most essential architectures needed in the festivities, which were the
altar and the temple of Artemis in the temenos and the southern, western, and northern
porticoes of the agora with the main entrance to this square. In fact, the completion of
33 Hölscher ȋȉȉȋ, ȌȌȊ.
34 Lefêbvre ȋȉȉȉ; Löw ȋȉȉȊ, ȊȎȋ–ȋȌȉ; Langenohl ȋȉȉȎ,
ȎȊ–Ȑȋ.
35 Humann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, ȑ ﬁg. Ȋ, pl. ȋ.
36 Vitruvius Ȍ.ȋ.ȏ (Morgan ȊȒȊȍ).
37 For Hermogenes in Magnesia see Kreeb ȊȒȒȉ, ȊȉȌ–
ȊȊȍ. The chronology of the Magnesian building
measures has recently been outlined by F. Rum-
scheid; see Rumscheid ȊȒȒȍ, ȋȎ–ȋȑ, ȊȐȉ–ȊȐȍ, ȊȒȑ–
ȋȊȏ.
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Fig. Ǡ Magnesia-on-the-
Meander. Temenos and agora
in the Hellenistic period. Plan
of temenos and agora by author
based on Humann, Kohte, and
Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, pl. ȋ; Gerkan
ȊȒȋȒ, pl. Ȋ.
the works took some Ȍȉȉ years.38 In the following, we will concentrate the Hellenistic
topography of the two plazas.
ǡ.ǟ The agora
Hermogenes designed the agora as a north–south orientated, great open space of Ȋ.ȑ ha
of oblong, slightly trapezoid, form. It was crossed along its southern edge by one of the
polis’s main roads (Fig. ȋ). On the northern side of the road, on the area’s longitudinal
axis, stood a small temple from the last third of the third century BC. Its prostyle façade
of four columns faced west towards a small altar.39 The shrine was dedicated to Zeus
Sosipolis, the ‘Saviour of the City’. His cult image appeared in the type of the Olympian
Zeus.40
38 For the situation in the imperial period compare
Hammerschmied ȋȉȊȏ, ȋȋȏ–ȋȌȊ.
39 Humann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, ȊȍȊ–ȊȎȐ;
Rumscheid ȊȒȒȍ, ȊȐȉ; Gruben ȋȉȉȊ, ȍȋȍ–ȍȋȏ;
Kreutz ȋȉȉȐ, ȋȍȋ–ȋȍȏ.
40 The dedication to Zeus is conﬁrmed by an inscrip-
tion in the northern anta of the temple’s porch; see
Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. Ȓȑ. – Fragments of the cult image are
ȒȒ
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To this architectural situation Hermogenes added a three-sided frame of porticoes.
In the southwest a gap between the porticoes took account of the crossing road and
formed an entrance. On its north western edge the entrance was equipped with a spring-
house with a large water basin.41
The stoai were two-aisled with a Doric façade. Their load-bearing walls and columns
were erected in marble. To the rear of the porticoes we see small square chambers, which
probably served as shops and stores.42 Occasionally the chambers were replaced by dif-
ferent structures. In the western part of the southern stoa a large building complex with
a peristyle court and annex rooms can be identiﬁed with the official rooms of the pry-
taneion where the Magnesian magistrate and the altar of Hestia with the sacred hearth
ﬁre of the polis were located.43 Central within the southern portico a large room with
columned façade can be identiﬁed as the sanctuary of an unknown deity.44 Analogously,
in the axis of the western stoa we ﬁnd a small shrine of the goddess Athena, attested by
a cult table and two ﬁgurines.45
The western portico also housed the abovementioned dossier related to the Leu-
kophryena (Fig. Ȍ). On the marble slabs of the southern ﬂanking wall and along the
rear wall to the shrine of Athena ȐȊ deeds were preserved over a stretch of Ȏȍ m. The
dossier was hierarchically arranged from the south wall to the north. At the beginning
the dossier presented the deed of endowment of the Leukophryena followed by an epi-
graphic account of the foundation myth of Magnesia and two documents claimed to
have been preserved from mythological times.46 The main body of the dossier was made
up of letters and psephismata ﬁrst from the Hellenistic monarchs and then from the other
poleis and city leagues.47 One remarkable architectural feature are the four large windows
in the southern wall of the portico that shed light on some of the documents.
Besides the main architectural structures, we must imagine the agora (and also the
sanctuary) as being densely ﬁlled with smaller monuments, structures, altars, inscrip-
tions, statues, and images of all kind.48 Unfortunately, the only remaining structure is a
single exedra, a semi circular seating bench, in front of and facing the shrine of Athena
(Fig. ȋ). Of the honoriﬁc monuments and state documents once displayed on the agora
only a small number survived, mainly the bases of honoriﬁc statues of Magnesian cit-
preserved; see Humann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ,
ȊȎȎ–ȊȎȏ ﬁg. ȊȏȐ; also, it is depicted on coin images;
see Schultz ȊȒȐȎ, nos. ȐȎ–Ȑȏ pl. ȏ; no. ȊȍȎ pl. ȊȊ;
no. ȊȏȐ pl. Ȋȍ; no. ȊȐȉ pl. Ȋȍ.
41 For the springhouse see Humann, Kohte, and
Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, ȊȉȒ–ȊȊȉ ﬁgs. ȊȊȐ–ȊȊȑ.
42 Humann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, Ȋȋȏ ﬁg. ȊȌȌ.
43 An altar of Hestia was found in the complex; see
Humann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, ȊȊȋ; Kekulé
von Stradonitz and Kern ȊȑȒȍ, ȑȌ; Kern ȊȑȒȍ, Ȓȍ–
ȒȎ; Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. ȋȋȉ.
44 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, nos. ȋȌȉ, ȋȌȊ.
45 Humann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, ȊȉȒ ﬁgs. ȊȊȍ–
ȊȊȎ pl. Ȍ.
46 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, nos. Ȋȏ, ȊȐ, ȋȉ–ȋȊ = Rigsby ȊȒȒȏ, no. ȏȏ.
47 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, nos. Ȋȑ, ȊȒ, ȋȋ–ȑȐ = Rigsby ȊȒȒȏ,
nos. ȏȐ–ȊȌȊ.
48 Hesberg ȊȒȒȍ, Ȋȋȉ–ȊȋȌ; Thüngen ȊȒȒȍ, Ȑ–ȋȊ.
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Fig. ǡ Festive dossier in the western portico. Reconstruction of the fall of light on the festive dossier in the
agora’s western portico by author based on Kern ȊȒȉȉ, pl. ȋ; Humann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, ȊȊȏ ﬁg. Ȋȋȉ.
izens and athletes, as well as foreigners, especially Roman officials. Moreover, several
male and female statues were discovered during the excavations.49
Unfortunately, due to the spotty excavations on the agora in the ȊȑȒȉs and the mod-
ern re-silting of this area the original spatial arrangement of these monuments cannot
be restored with certainty. The greatest number of the monuments was found in the
south western entrance of the market, mostly stelae from the third to the ﬁrst century
BC honouring Magnesian embassies and traveling arbitrators.50 The other monuments
were found scattered over the agora.51
49 Hellenistic statue bases of Magnesian citizens: Kern
ȊȒȉȉ, nos. ȊȋȐ, ȊȌȍ. – Athletes: Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. ȊȍȒ.
– Foreigners: Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. ȊȌȑ. – Romans: Kern
ȊȒȉȉ, nos. Ȋȍȋ–Ȋȍȏ, ȊȎȎ. – For the statues see Hu-
mann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, ȊȐȎ–ȋȋȑ; Linfert
ȊȒȐȏ, ȋȑ–ȎȊ.
50 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, nos. ȊȎ, ȑȒ, Ȓȉ, ȒȌ, ȒȐ, ȊȉȊ, Ȋȉȋ, ȊȉȌ, Ȋȉȏ,
ȊȐȒ, ȋȉȋ.
51 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, nos. ȑȑ, Ȋȉȉa, Ȋȉȉb, Ȋȉȍ, ȊȊȉ, ȊȊȊ. – Vo-
tives: Kern ȊȒȉȉ, nos. ȋȉȏ, ȋȉȑ, ȋȋȎ.
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Fig. Ǣ Sema of Themistokles. Redrawing of a Mag-
nesian drachme, second century AD.
A monument (sema [Sg.], semata [Pl.]) of seemingly greater importance located on
the Magnesian marketplace was dedicated to the famous Athenian statesman Themis-
tocles. Today lost, we know the monument from the literary sources and coin images
from the Roman imperial period.52 The coins show a bearded ﬁgure with a sword belt
associated with an altar and a sacriﬁced bull in front of it; the legend THEMISTOKLES
hints that it is a depiction of this monument (Fig. ȍ).53
ǡ.Ǡ The temenos
The construction works in the agora corresponded with the erection of the major struc-
tures in the temenos of Artemis (Fig. ȋ). The sanctuary of the goddess, also ca. Ȋ.ȑ ha
in size, bordered the agora to the east. Diverting from the agora’s north–south direction
the temenos and its structures lay along an axis oriented from northeast to southwest.
This aberrant orientation was owed to the circumstance that the Hermogeneic temple
of Artemis followed the direction of an archaic predecessor.54 Within the sanctuary all
major buildings were situated along its longitudinal axis including the temple and the
altar of Artemis Leukophryene, a basin in the southwest, and a small shrine (naiskos
[Sg.], naiskoi [Pl.]) in the northeast. A marble pavement enclosed all these structures.55
Within the festival, the altar was the place where the sacriﬁce to the goddess was
conducted. In fact, the construction of the altar started shortly before that of the tem-
52 Diodorus Siculus ȊȊ.Ȏȑ (Oldfather ȊȒȍȏ–ȊȒȏȌ);
Nepos, Themistocles Ȋȉ (Rolfe ȊȒȑȍ). – For the
coins see Rhousopoulos ȊȑȒȏ, Ȋȑ–ȋȏ; Schultz ȊȒȐȎ,
ȍȋ–ȍȌ, ȏȉ no. ȊȉȌ pl. Ȑ; ȑȎ–ȑȏ, no. ȋȍȍ pl. ȊȒ.
53 On the monument, see section Ȍ.ȋ.
54 Humann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, ȍȊ.
55 Humann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, Ȍȑ ﬁg. ȋȐ.
Ȋȉȉ; Hesberg ȊȒȒȍ, Ȋȑȋ.
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Fig. ǣ Tethering spots for the sacriﬁcial animals.
ple.56 Today, only the altar’s limestone foundation, some ȋȌ × ȊȎ m in size, has remained
in situ. Among the preserved structural components of the altar, the most impressive be-
longed to an over-life-size frieze with a depiction of an assembly of gods. Among them
we can trace a seated Zeus, Apollo, Hephaestus, Heracles, Aphrodite, Poseidon, and
Asclepius.57
Although several reconstruction proposals have been made so far, the form and type
of the altar still remains the subject of discussion.58 Most plausible seems a reconstruc-
tion of an altar situated on an elevated platform with a broad ﬂight of stairs to its western
side.59 A narrow portico might have surrounded the platform on the other three sides.
However, it can be said that the frieze was facing to the southwest where most of its
parts were found.60 Also in front of the western altar basement two rows of ȋȋ bung-
56 Gerkan ȊȒȋȒ, ȍ ﬁg. Ȋ.
57 Humann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, ȊȐȎ–Ȋȑȋ,
ﬁg. ȏ.
58 Reconstruction proposals were made by (in chrono-
logical order): J. Kothe (in Humann, Kohte, and
Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, ȒȊ–ȒȒ), A. von Gerkan (Gerkan
ȊȒȋȒ), A. Linfert (Linfert ȊȒȐȏ, Ȋȏȍ–ȊȏȐ), R. Öz-
gan (Özgan ȊȒȑȋ, ȊȒȏ–ȋȉȒ), W. Hoepfner (Höpfner
ȊȒȑȒ, ȏȉȊ–ȏȌȍ), and C. Çetin (Çetin ȊȒȒȌ).
59 The reconstruction of the Magnesian altar similar to
the Pergamene altar of Zeus was propagated by A. v.
Gerkan (Gerkan ȊȒȋȒ) and recently conﬁrmed by T.
Becker; see Becker ȋȉȉȌ, ȊȒȒ–ȋȉȉ.
60 Humann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, ȒȊ.
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Fig. Ǥ ȌD reconstructed elevation of the Magnesian Artemision and the altar.
holes can still be spotted (Fig. Ȏ). They were intended to hold iron rings for tethering
the sacriﬁcial animals before their ritual killing.61
ȋȌ m beyond the altar towered the temple of Artemis. With its ȍȊ × ȏȐ m in size, the
building was the fourth largest temple in Asia Minor.62 According to the Magnesian lit-
erary sources, it outshone everything that had gone before in “size and magniﬁcence”.63
Formally, the temple was erected as an Ionic octostyle pseudodipteros that featured two
constructional speciﬁcs. On the one hand, it was the ﬁrst Ionic temple with a circum-
ferential ﬁgural frieze in the entablature zone. The frieze, of which a great part has been
preserved, depicted Amazons ﬁghting against Greek warriors (amazonomachia).64 On the
other hand, the western pediment showed three door-like openings, a structural phe-
nomenon the Magnesian building shared with several other temples in Asia Minor,
most prominently the Artemision in Ephesos (Fig. ȏ).
Some ȋȊ m southwest of the altar, a rectangular depression within the temenos’s
pavement was located. It measured ca. Ȋȋ × Ȍ m at the pavement’s top level. From the
east, six marble stairs led down to a ground ﬂoor that was intersected in two parts. The
southern part was thoroughly paved and supplied by a water pipeline coming from the
west.65 Similar structures in Delos and Tegea make one think of a well.66 However, the
61 Bingöl ȋȉȉȐ, ȑȋ–ȑȌ.
62 Humann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, ȌȒ–Ȓȉ;
Gruben ȋȉȉȊ, ȍȋȏ–ȍȌȊ.
63 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. Ȋȉȉa l. Ȋȍ–ȊȎ.
64 Yaylalı ȊȒȐȏ.
65 Bingöl ȋȉȉȐ, ȑȍ.
66 Compare the “Krene Minoe” on Delos; see Bruneau
and Ducat ȋȉȉȎ, ȋȒȏ no. Ȍȉ. For Tegea see Dugas
ȊȒȋȍ, ȏȒ–ȐȊ.
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northern part of the basin had a raised pavement of limestone slabs, which enclosed a
large natural rock. It seems that this rock was intended to be visible in antiquity.
About the naiskos only few is known (Fig. ȋ). The small rectangular building had a
pi-shaped ground plan, its entrance facing to the southwest.67 There is no evidence for
the function of this structure. Comparisons might hint towards a structure for a promi-
nent votive offering or the cult image of a ‘smaller’ god or hero who was worshipped
in the sanctuary of Artemis. However, given the naiskos’s remote location in the sanctu-
ary, this seems quite unlikely. As on the agora, a number of honoriﬁc monuments, state
documents, and votives from the Hellenistic period were found in the temenos. Unfor-
tunately, the original arrangement of these monuments remains even more uncertain
than of those in the market.68
Ǣ Civic spaces
The spatial outline of the central Magnesian topography will be considered in the fol-
lowing under the aspect of civic self-representation that, as we will see, expressed itself,
on the one hand, in the staging of the time-honoured Magnesian past oscillating be-
tween cult, mythology, and history. On the other hand, it is the self-representation of
the citizens, demonstrating themselves to be a living community in the sense of a tradi-
tional polis society deeply related to the myth-historical framework of the city.
As H.-J. Gehrke has shown, there was a tendency in Hellenistic culture to measure
the ideal rank of a polis especially against its ancient and honourable past.69 A glorious
past formed a point of reference within the civic identity standing against the political
and social developments and impacts, which the poleis had to undergo in Hellenism as
well as being a subject of agonal competition.70 In this context we may think of the in-
creasing importance of historiography and mythography and the ‘new interpretation’ of
old myths, for example, in the widespread creation of foundation myths.71 In this hori-
zon also belong the new presentation of heroa (tombs or shrines of heroic personalities)
and other ‘ancient’ monuments.72
67 Humann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, ȊȉȊ–Ȋȉȋ.
68 For the honoriﬁc inscriptions see Kern ȊȒȉȉ, nos. ȋ–
ȏ, ȑ–Ȋȉ, ȒȎ, Ȋȉȑ, ȊȊȒ. – Honoriﬁc statues: Kern
ȊȒȉȉ, nos. Ȋȋȍ, ȊȋȎ, ȊȌȊ, ȊȎȌ. – Votives: Kern ȊȒȉȉ,
nos. ȋȉȍ, ȋȉȎ, ȋȉȐ.
69 Gehrke ȋȉȉȉ, Ȋ–Ȓ.
70 See above, section Ȋ. Studies of this phenomenon
are provided by Leschhorn ȊȒȑȍ, Malkin ȊȒȑȐ, and
Scheer ȊȒȒȌ.
71 Lesky ȊȒȐȊ, Ȋȉȋ; see also below chapter ȍ.ȋ.
72 Compare the cenotaph of Battos on the agora of
Cyrene (see Stucchi ȊȒȏȎ, Ȏȑ–ȎȒ) or the theke of
Opis and Arge in the sanctuary of Apollo in Delos
(Bruneau and Ducat ȋȉȉȎ, ȊȒȐ–ȊȒȑ no. Ȍȋ). In gen-




Ǣ.ǟ Cult and mythology – the temenos
For Magnesia a constitutive pillar of the civic identity was the cult of Artemis whom the
citizens worshipped as archegetis, the founder and leader of the city.73 A. Laumonier sug-
gested that her cult tied in with that of a pre-Greek Carian goddess who was worshipped
at a location called Leukophrys.74 After the arrival of Greek settlers in Asia Minor, this
indigenous goddess merged with the Greek deity Artemis, but kept the toponym as her
surname. Anacreon was the ﬁrst who mentioned the cult of Magnesian Artemis in the
sixth century BC.75 In the ﬁfth century BC Xenophon stated that the cult was related to
hot thermal springs and that it had some regional signiﬁcance.76 The extent to which
the Magnesians cultivated this cultic antiquity can be detected, ﬁrstly, by reference to
the cult image of Artemis Leukophryene, which is only known from coin images and
literary quotes.77 Although the image was probably a creation of the Hellenistic period,
it was mentioned to be a xoanon, a wooden, under-life size, and time-honoured statue.78
Additionally, the image showed some iconographic features, a polos and an ependytes –
a cylindrical hat and a conical apron – that related to very ancient cult images.79 This
type of image that was possibly ‘invented’ to express cultic antiquity was widespread in
Asia Minor. Its most prominent exponent is the famous Artemis Ephesia.80
Secondly, the architecture and the orientation of the temple of Artemis give some
indications. The temple faced westwards, which is quite unusual for Greek shrines that
were normally oriented to the east (Fig. ȋ). Perhaps this orientation was related to the
worship of Artemis as a lunar goddess as it is prevalent in Asia Minor.81 Furthermore,
the aberrant orientation of the Hermogeneic temple, following its archaic predecessor, is
relevant here. A topographical continuity between old and new cultic buildings is com-
monplace in Greek sanctuaries and is widespread all over the Greek world. However,
what is striking is how the whole area of the temenos stood out against the surrounding
agora and expressed the greater antiquity of the sanctuary against its surroundings areas,
something that must have been evident to all visitors (Fig. ȋ).82
Another element indicating the cult’s great age were the abovementioned pedi-
ment doors. W. Held has recently discussed their meaning and function. He referred
73 See for example Kern ȊȒȉȉ, nos. Ȋȏ, Ȋȑ, ȊȒ, Ȏȉ, ȑȒ.
Compare also Kern ȊȒȉȊ, ȍȒȊ; Gehrke ȋȉȉȉ, Ȍ, and
Sumi ȋȉȉȍ, ȑȋ.
74 Laumonier ȊȒȎȑ, ȋȊȏ, Ȏȋȑ–ȎȌȉ.
75 Anakreon Fr. Ȍȑȍ (Page ȊȒȐȎ).
76 Xenophon, Hellenica Ȍ.ȋ.ȊȒ (Straßburger ȋȉȉȎ).
77 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. Ȋȉȉa.
78 On the creation see Bumke ȋȉȊȊ, ȋȎȏ.
79 For coin images of the xoanon see Fleischer ȊȒȐȌ,
Ȋȍȉ–Ȋȍȏ. – For the attributes see Fleischer ȊȒȐȌ and
Thiersch ȊȒȌȏ, Ȋȉȑ–ȊȊȉ.
80 Fleischer ȊȒȐȌ.
81 Humann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, ȍ; Burkert
ȊȒȑȎ, ȋȉȉ–ȋȉȊ.
82 R. Förtsch speaks of an “Isolierung der Objekte aus
dem Umraum” to render the greater age of older
structures compared to their surroundings; see
Förtsch ȊȒȒȎ, ȊȑȊ. Compare Hartmann ȋȉȊȉ, ȊȎȉ–
ȊȎȊ.
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these openings to the ancient, pre-Greek cult of Cybele in Caria and Phrygia and sug-
gested that they were intended for staging epiphanies in the temple’s pediment.83 This
interpretation was already made by C. Humann who proposed that the cult image of
Artemis was shown through the pediment doors in occasion of festivals to remember
the epiphany of the goddess that led to the foundation of the Leukophryena (Fig. ȏ).84
Similar to the xoanon type statue, the pediment doors that were quite widespread in Asia
Minor ﬁrst occurred at the Hellenistic Artemision in Ephesus. It seems likely, as with
the cult image, made the openings were intended to express cultic authority by quoting
antique architectonical forms.
Thirdly, the basin in the southwest of the temenos was likewise oriented to match
the temple. It seems plausible to relate the structure to the same contextual horizon.
O. Bingöl proposed that the basin was a “sacred spring” and the water pipe certainly
conﬁrms this.85 As Xenophon mentioned, Magnesia was famed for its thermal springs.86
Possibly, the basin referred to that feature. Especially in Asia Minor, thermal springs are
assigned to the goddess Artemis.87 Often such springs were the ‘germ cell’ of sanctuaries
because of mythological events that were said to have taken place there. For example,
the spring where Heracles raped Auge at Tegea would become the site of the sanctuary
of Athena Alea.88 Perhaps the Magnesian spring was similarly connoted. As we have
seen, the basin also included a natural rock that could be interpreted as some kind of
aniconic image of a deity or as a marker of mythological events. Greek religion knows
of many such rocks. Especially in Caria pyramidal rocks (baityloi) were a common cul-
tic phenomenon.89 For Magnesia there is unfortunately no clue that could lead to an
interpretation of the stone.
The antiquity of the Magnesian cult of Artemis was part of the broader mythological
framework that we ﬁnd depicted within the friezes of the Artemision and the altar. As
already mentioned, the temple frieze depicts an amazonomachia. Female warriors ﬁght
on foot or on horseback against Greek combatants. The Greeks are supported by the
heros Heracles wearing the lion pelt and wielding a club. H.-J. Gehrke sees in this depic-
tion the topical struggle between the Greeks and the eastern barbarians, which is surely
83 Held ȋȉȉȎ, ȊȊȒ–ȊȎȒ.
84 Humann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, ȏȍ; Hom-
mel ȊȒȎȐ, ȋȒ–ȌȊ. For different interpretations of the
doors see Held ȋȉȉȎ, ȊȎȍ–ȊȎȒ; Bingöl ȊȒȒȒ, ȋȍȉ;
Bingöl ȋȉȉȐ, Ȑȉ–ȐȊ.
85 Bingöl ȋȉȉȐ, Ȋȑȍ.
86 Xenophon, Hellenica Ȍ.ȋ.ȊȒ (Straßburger ȋȉȉȎ). See
also Athenaeus ȋ.ȍȋ–ȍȌ (Gulick ȊȒȎȒ–ȊȒȏȌ). – To-
day, these thermal springs still exist and supply a
modern spa near the ruined site of Magnesia.
87 Croon ȊȒȎȏ, ȊȒȌ–ȋȋȉ.
88 Pausanias ȑ.ȍȐ.Ȓ (Jones ȊȒȎȒ–ȊȒȐȊ). Compare the
myth behind the springhouses of Glauce and of
Peirene in Corinth (Pausanias, ȋ.Ȍ.ȋ–Ȍ. ȋ.Ȍ.ȏ; Jones
ȊȒȎȒ–ȊȒȐȊ). – About myths connected to springs
and wells in general see Pﬁster ȊȒȐȍ, ȌȎȑ–ȌȏȊ.
89 In general on this topic see Pﬁster ȊȒȐȍ, ȌȏȌ–
ȋȏȍ; Gaifman ȋȉȊȋ, ȊȌȊ–ȊȌȏ. – Compare also the
“Leokorion” on the Athenian agora; see Batino ȋȉȉȊ,




one possible statement of the frieze.90 However, as H.-U. Wiemer has mentioned, an
interpretation more closely related to the Magnesian past could refer to the Amazons’
signiﬁcance as founding personalities in the mythology of Asia Minor.91 As one of his
twelve deeds Heracles fought the Amazons to gain the famed girdle of Hippolyta, queen
of the Amazons. As a result of the ﬁght the women were expelled from their homeland at
the river Thermon from where they spread out over all Asia Minor and became founders
of towns and/or cults such as in Smyrna, Cyme, or, most famously, Ephesus.92 For Mag-
nesia a connection to this tradition can be traced in the literary work of the historian
Possis, who wrote a volume on the history of Magnesia named Amazonis.93 Noteworthy
in this context is a quotation by Zenon of Myndos, a writer from the Tiberian period,
who mentioned a tomb of Leukophryne in the temenos of Artemis, which could be as-
signed to a female heroine, possibly but not demonstrably with Amazonian roots.94
An additional interpretation of the frieze would centre on the person of Heracles.
The myth of Heracles in his quest for the girdle of Hippolyta was handed down from
at least the sixth century BC in the context of the Argonautica.95 According to this nar-
rative, Heracles fought the Amazons together with the Argonauts. The amazonomachia
frieze of the temple of Apollo at Bassai also depicts this topic, which besides, is quite
common in Attic vase painting.96 Seemingly, the narration of the Argonauts was quite
important in the Magnesian mythography. According to the writer Possis, the Magne-
sian founder hero Leukippos was kin to Jason, leader of the Argonauts, and to Glaucos,
helmsman of the ship Argo.97 By referring to the myth of the Argonauts on their temple,
the Magnesians could connect to a very prominent Panhellenic narration, which should
have greatly underlined the Magnesians’ claim for status in the Greek koine. As we will
see later, the same strategy was used for the city’s founding myth that was adjusted to ﬁt
the famed Panhellenic narration of the Trojan War.
In contrast, the altar frieze did not show a narrative scene.98 It depicts an assembly
of gods standing calmly around the altar as it is demanded of pious devotees during
sacriﬁce.99 We may consider whether the deities depicted the Magnesian phylai that were
named after the gods or they represented the canonical Greek pantheon. Either way, the
altar frieze had the potential to connect local polis traditions to a greater Panhellenic
background.
90 Gehrke ȋȉȉȉ, ȏ fn. Ȍȍ.
91 Wiemer ȋȉȉȒb, ȑȒ–Ȓȉ.
92 Generally on this topic see Klügmann ȊȑȐȉ, Ȏȋȍ–
ȎȎȏ.
93 Athenaeus ȎȌȌe (Gulick ȊȒȎȒ–ȊȒȏȌ).
94 Clemens Alexandrinus, Protrepticus Ȍ.ȍȎ (Butter-
worth ȊȒȊȒ).
95 Pindar, Nemean Ȍ.Ȍȏ–ȍȉ (Sandys ȊȒȌȐ); Diodorus
Siculus ȍ.Ȋȏ (Oldfather ȊȒȍȏ–ȊȒȏȌ).
96 Schefold ȊȒȍȒ, ȑȌ.
97 Athenaeus Ȑ.ȋȒȏd (Gulick ȊȒȎȒ–ȊȒȏȌ).
98 Humann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, ȊȐȎ. – A nar-
rative scene is suggested by Linfert ȊȒȐȏ, ȊȐȉ–ȊȐȊ,
and Flashar ȊȒȒȒ, ȍȊȐ.
99 Burkert ȊȒȑȎ, Ȏȏ.
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Ǣ.Ǡ Mythology and history – the agora
Since the symbolic landscape of the temenos was mainly focused on mythological pre-
history of the cult of Artemis, topics on the agora were linked to the ‘political’ past of
the city. Most obviously this applies to the dossier of festive inscriptions in the agora’s
western stoa. Prominently, just second in its hierarchical order, the dossier presented
a copy of the Magnesian founding myth. According to F. Graf, this myth replaced an
older version from the classical period.100 Thanks to Athenaeus we know that the above-
mentioned Possis wrote his history of his hometown simultaneously with the founda-
tion of the Leukophryena and might have inﬂuenced this text.101 The inscription tells
how the Magnesians settled on Crete at the command of a Delphic oracle. Eighty years
later, due to a miraculous appearance of a white raven, the Magnesians again sent to
Delphi. There, Apollo ordered them to settle over to Asia Minor under the leadership
of the Lycian Leukippos.102 The preliminary events of this myth were reconstructed by
F. Prinz: The Magnesians settling on Crete were descendants of the Magnesians in Thes-
saly who participated in the Trojan War. On their journey home they were shipwrecked
and came to Crete. This short sketch is instructive in comparison to the classical version
of the myth for it shows that the Magnesians were anxious to set their past in relation
to the Trojan War.103 The Homeric narrative – telling the story of the Sack of Troy as a
joint ﬁght of all Greeks against an eastern non-Greek enemy – can truly be said to be
the founding myth of a Panhellenic identity. The eager claim to have participated in the
war led the Magnesians to show among the other inscriptions of the dossier the copy
of an obviously ﬁctious Cretan deed from the mythological times, which listed supplies
the Cretan cities were to have provided to the Magnesian settlers for Asia Minor.104
A prominent role in the myth was played by the heros Leukippos, the founder of
the polis. His genealogy shows him to be kin to some of the most prominent heroes of
Greece as well as of Asia Minor through his ancestor Bellerophon. Mythological rela-
tions were major subjects of the theoroi when seeking acknowledgement for the Leuko-
phryena. They could refer not only to the Magnesian participation in the Trojan War
but also to more intimate mythological contacts between certain poleis as it is shown
in the psephisma from the polis of Same on the island of Cephalonia that relates to the
kinship between their eponymous heroes, Magnes and Cephalos.105
The neat ties between the mythological and historical past are most vivid in the case
of the faked Cretan psephisma, which rooted in the mythological period but pointed
100 Prinz ȊȒȐȒ, ȊȊȋ–ȊȋȊ.
101 Athenaeus Ȋȋ,ȎȌȌd (Gulick ȊȒȎȒ–ȊȒȏȌ).
102 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. ȊȐ; compare Kern ȊȑȒȍ; Prinz ȊȒȐȒ,
ȊȋȊ–ȊȌȐ.
103 Prinz ȊȒȐȒ, ȊȌȐ; Gehrke ȋȉȉȉ, Ȏ.
104 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. ȋȉ; Chaniotis ȊȒȒȒ, ȏȊ–ȏȍ.
105 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. ȌȎ l. Ȋȍ = Rigsby ȊȒȒȏ, no. ȑȎ; com-
pare Scheer ȊȒȒȌ, ȏȐ–Ȑȉ.
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out towards the subsequent historical decrees of the dossier. These letters and psephis-
mata were not mere declarations of consent to partake in the Leukophryena but also
literal accounts of mythological and historical deeds and benefactions the Magnesians
had performed to the Greek community. They recalled the efforts of the Magnesians
in the defence of Delphi against the Celts in ȋȐȑ BC as well as the arbitration of Mag-
nesian delegates in settling a military conﬂict on Crete.106 The donation of money for
the city wall of Megalopolis and the sending of settlers at the request of the Seleucid
king Antiochos I to help founding the city Antiocheia-in-Persis were also mentioned.107
H.-J. Gehrke characterized the dossier as a carefully arranged panoply of mythological
and historical relations which achieved credibility and authenticity by their affirmation
through foreign cities and monarchs as well as by their formal official character.108 The
hierarchy within the dossier, beginning with the founding myth, followed by the Cre-
tan psephisma, and, ﬁnally, going over into the recent letters and decrees, formed a kind
of timeline through the history of the Magnesian state that also depicted the relations
between the Magnesians and the Panhellenic world.
The abovementioned inscriptions in the agora’s south western entrance honouring
Magnesian arbitrators in Cnidus, Antiocheia, Labena, Samos, and Teos took up this
topic.109 For these inscriptions we can certainly speak of a thorough assembly of monu-
ments communicating a similar message.
Another element in the staging of the past on the agora surely was the sema of
Themistocles (Fig. ȍ). The honouring of public ﬁgures is a common phenomenon in
Hellenistic Greece. According to the coin images, the monument of Themistocles com-
prised a statue and an altar similar to the sema of the athlete Theogenes in Thasos.110 The
Athenian Themistocles, victorious admiral of the naval battle at Salamis in ȍȑȉ BC, was
ostracized from his home city in ȍȐȊ BC. He ﬂed to Persia, where he received the rule
over Magnesia-on-the-Meander from the Persian king. In Magnesia he died in ȍȏȎ BC.111
Because of his military achievement during the Persian Wars, Themistocles became
posthumously a famed ﬁgure of Panhellenic history. Although the Athenians brought
his mortal remains back to Athens, the citizens of Magnesia honoured Themistocles
with a heroon on the agora. In the festive context of the Leukophryena the prominent
location of the sema on the agora made it certainly an important structure presenting an-
other signiﬁcant connection between the Magnesian past and the Panhellenic history.
106 For the Magnesian aid to Delphi see Gehrke ȋȉȉȉ, ȏ.
– For the arbitration see Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. ȍȏ l. Ȓ–ȊȎ =
Rigsby ȊȒȒȏ, no. Ȓȏ.
107 City wall: Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. Ȍȑ l. ȋȑ–ȋȒ = Rigsby ȊȒȒȏ,
no. ȑȑ. – Settlers: Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. ȏȊ l. ȊȒ–ȋȊ =
Rigsby ȊȒȒȏ, no. ȊȊȊ.
108 Gehrke ȋȉȉȉ, Ȋ–Ȓ. Compare Hartmann ȋȉȊȉ, ȍȏȑ–
ȍȐȒ.
109 See above section Ȍ.Ȋ.
110 Chamoux ȊȒȐȒ, Ȋȍȍ–ȊȎȌ.
111 Literary sources about Themistocles in Magnesia
are provided by Diodoros Siculus ȊȊ.ȎȐ.Ȑ (Oldfa-
ther ȊȒȍȏ–ȊȒȏȌ); Plutarch, Themistocles ȋȒ–Ȍȉ (Per-
rin ȊȒȊȍ); Athenaeus Ȋȋ.ȎȌȌd (Gulick ȊȒȎȒ–ȊȒȏȌ);
Xenophon, Hellenica Ȍ.ȋ.ȊȒ (Straßburger ȋȉȉȎ).
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Ǣ.ǡ The polis’s past and its civic present – the pompe
As we have noted above, the new Panhellenic festivals aimed at the re-creation of a civic
awareness as well as Panhellenic bonds between the city-states. Therefore, the cultic,
mythological, and historical past formed the core element in constituting a sense of
community. In fact, the monumental and symbolic structure of Magnesian festive to-
pography mainly focused on these topics. The last question to deal with is how the cel-
ebrating citizens hooked into this thematic map. In this regard the structure and route
of the procession gain in importance.112
ȍ.Ȍ.Ȋ The structure and formation of the pompe
Unfortunately, only few sources give direct information on the personnel structure of
the Leukophryena procession. However, some conclusions can be deduced from inscrip-
tions about other Magnesian festivals that seem to have followed a commonly known
structure of Greek pompai (Fig. Ȑ). For the festival of Zeus Sosipolis and the festival of
Eisiteria, celebrated on the occasion of the transfer of the cult image of Artemis into its
new Hermogeneic temple, we know that the pompe was hierarchically formed up.113 The
high ranking religious and state officials, the priestess of Artemis and the stephanephoros,
the eponymous magistrate of Magnesia, stood at the head of the procession.114 Subaltern
cult officials and servants who drove the sacriﬁcial animal and carried the cult objects of
the goddess followed them, possibly together with the neokoros, the warden of the tem-
ple of Artemis, and the thytes, the slaughterer of the sacriﬁcial animals. Referring to the
tethering points in front of the altar, at least ȋȋ victims may be assumed, possibly bulls
or cows.115 Perhaps the xoana of the twelve Olympian gods carried in the procession of
Zeus were also shown at the Leukophryena.116 Just beyond would have marched choirs,
musicians, and artists, performing sacred chants and ritual performances. A choir of
young maidens is mentioned for the Eisiteria, musicians playing the syrinx, kithara, and
aulos for the Zeus festival.117 Also, aulos players had, togehter with acrobats, their own
dining room in sanctuary of Artemis in the imperial period.118
After them marched representatives of the Magnesian citizenship arranged by age
and social rank starting with the members of the gerusia, the city’s council of elders.
State officials and priests of the other Magnesian deities followed representing the adult
citizens and the polis’s political administration. Further age divisions – the paides, the
112 On this topic in general see the article of J. Kubatzki
in this volume.
113 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. Ȓȑ, ȊȉȊa, ȊȉȊb. Compare Sumi ȋȉȉȍ,
ȑȏ.
114 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. Ȓȑ l. Ȍȋ–Ȍȍ, Ȋȉȉa l. ȌȊ–Ȍȍ.
115 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. Ȓȑ l. ȍȒ–Ȏȉ.
116 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. Ȓȑ l. ȍȊ–ȍȋ.
117 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. Ȓȑ l. ȍȎ. For these instruments in
Greek processions see the article of J. Kubatzki in
this volume.
118 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. ȋȌȐ.
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Fig. ǥ Ideal procession of the
Leukophryena.
neoi, and the epheboi119 – joined the pompe.120 For the Eisiteria a group of women is also
mentioned.121 This social and functional organization of the pompe staged an exemplary
civic order, in which every age division, every gender, and every institution served its
role for the functioning and well being of the city.122 State delegates from the various
119 The neoi (“new ones”) commonly include those
male youths aged Ȋȑ to Ȍȉ who had not reached the
full citizenship. The epheboi consist of those who
had reached puberty. The paides (boys) had not yet
reached puberty; compare Wiemer ȋȉȊȊ, ȍȑȐ–ȎȌȒ.
120 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. Ȓȑ l. ȌȎ–ȍȉ, Ȋȉȉa l. ȌȒ–ȍȋ.
121 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. Ȋȉȉa l. ȋȏ–ȋȐ; see also Dunand ȊȒȐȑ.
122 For the festival of Zeus Sosipolis, this topic has re-
cently been discussed by Wiemer ȋȉȉȒa, ȊȊȏ–ȊȋȐ.
For the Eisiteria see Dunand ȊȒȐȑ. Compare also
Chankowski ȋȉȉȎ, ȊȑȐ–Ȋȑȑ.
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cities and communities taking part in the Leukophryena joined the Magnesians on pa-
rade. If we assume two to three theoroi for each delegation, as mentioned in the dossier
inscriptions, we could think of ca. ȊȌȉ–ȋȉȉ foreign participants in the procession. By in-
cluding the foreign delegates, the Magnesians again showed their share in a Panhellenic
community.
ȍ.Ȍ.ȋ The processional route
Finally, the various references to a civic identity embedded in the Magnesian topography
had to be communicated in the festival. For this purpose, the route of the procession
through the topography and its interaction with it were key. The main task of the pompe
was, as mentioned above, to accompany the sacriﬁcial animals on their way to the altar.
In fact, the altar can be deﬁned as the destination for the procession. For its starting
point we might consider the bouleuterion, the ‘town hall’, situated just southeast of the
agora.123 Therefore, the route between these two spots – bouleuterion and altar – must
have led through the residential areas of Magnesia before hitting the plaza of the agora.
This hints towards a centripetal route towards the sanctuary of Artemis, which sym-
bolized a movement towards the sacred core of the civic community. Such routes were
common for Greek pompai and presented the hierarchy between the different urban ar-
eas.124 This was similarly conducted in the Eisiteria festival in which the residents were
requested to set up small altars for Artemis in front of their houses to express individual
piety towards the city’s main goddess.125
The point at which the procession at last reached the plazas would surely be the
south western entrance singled out by its architectural, monumental, and functional
features. The channelling of the processional route, ﬂanked by the springhouse in the
north and the southern stoa, could have evoked a changed sense of space: Against the
more ‘open’ residential areas the narrow entrance stressed the beginning of a new sec-
tion of the route.126 Perhaps this transgression was marked with some kind of ritual
cleansing at the springhouse, which caused the procession to stop.127 When coming to
halt, the participants would have had the opportunity to take in the set of inscriptions
that depicted the Magnesians’ diplomatic efforts and achievements for the beneﬁt of the
Greek koine. Especially for the foreign pilgrims such a compilation of the Magnesian
reputation could have made an impressive impact. Furthermore, these state documents
123 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. Ȋȉȉa l. ȍȊ; Humann, Kohte, and
Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, pl. ȋ.
124 Graf ȊȒȒȏ, ȎȐ–ȎȒ. – A route starting from the sanc-
tuary of Artemis is proposed by Sumi ȋȉȉȍ, ȑȏ–ȑȐ,
which seems problematic in regard of the inscrip-
tions.
125 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. Ȋȉȉb l. Ȍȏ–ȌȒ.
126 Hesberg ȊȒȒȍ, ȊȊȎ–ȊȊȏ.




Fig. Ǧ ȌD reconstruction of the temple of Zeus situated in the line of sight towards the temenos.
created link to the forthcoming encounter with the city’s main civic space, the agora,
which was situated behind the narrow entrance corridor.
Seemingly, the passing of the entrance was part of a visual strategy. After the narrow
passage, the view was widened. Because of the spatial relation between the entrance
and the temple of Zeus the entrants’ line of sight towards the Artemision was nearly
completely blocked (Fig. ȑ). As a result perception would have focused on the façade of
the shrine of Zeus or would have been directed into the vastness of the plaza guided by
the rapports of white marble and shadowy intercolumnia of its lavish colonnades. This
directing of the view was surely intended to lead to a perception of the official market as
an independent space that was set off from the urban surroundings by its architectural
and symbolic features.128 The increasing number of enclosed plazas in the Hellenistic
period is often stressed by scholars under the aspect of creating a hierarchy between
certain urban spaces by isolating them each other. For the agorai Ruth Bielfeldt speaks
of this enclosure as an emphasizing of civic order that was expressed by the rhythm and
the symmetry of the colonnades and surely comprised also an aesthetic perception.129
For the Magnesian agora this impression was even enlarged by its imposing dimensions.
128 This visual staging massively stressed the intrinsic
value of the two plazas and aimed at a hierarchy
between the ‘profane’ space of the agora and the ‘sa-
cred’ one of the temenos; see Doxiadis ȊȒȌȐ, ȍȐ–ȎȌ;
Schmaltz ȊȒȒȎ, ȊȌȍ–Ȋȍȉ.
129 Hesberg ȊȒȒȍ, ȊȎȎ–ȊȎȏ; Bielfeldt ȋȉȊȉ, ȊȌȌ–ȊȌȍ.
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After passing the entrance we can assume a movement along the southern stoa fol-
lowing the main road that crossed the plaza in this direction.130 On this road the pro-
cession would have had the opportunity to unfold before the eyes of the spectators that
were surely assembled in the porticoes.131 As G. Kuhn has shown, in the Hellenistic
period porticoes were often erected along processional routes to gather the festival’s
visitors and direct their view on the passing parade.132 In addition, the stoai provided
shelter against sun and rain. A hint for a route along the stoai is also given by the small
exedra in front of the western portico. In general, exedrai were seating benches for mem-
bers from the upper social classes of a polis. Like the stoai, exedrai were usually directed
towards routings and other spots of interests.133 Together with the facing stoa a pathway
between these architectures seems obvious.
The route along the southern stoa would also have led the procession along two
places, the prytaneion and the small sanctuary in the centre of the portico, that might
have been connected to some kind of ritual, which can, however, not be singled out. At
the end of the southern portico the pompe might have turned northwards to the northern
stoa.
On this way the procession might have passed the sema of Themistocles that played
an important role in creating links between the Magnesian and Panhellenic past. But
with its location unknown, we cannot say at what point and how that worked. The coins
show an altar and a sacriﬁced bull related to the monument indicating a bloody offering
(Fig. ȍ).
After reaching the northern stoa the pompe might have followed it over to the west-
ern portico. There, the exedra formed an index towards the shrine of Athena opposite to
the bench that was otherwise hidden in the dark portico. The small sanctuary occupied
a conspicuous place in the festive topography as it marked the northern starting point
of the great dossier (Fig. ȋ). Although it remains unknown how Athena was related to
Artemis in cult, the procession surely made station at the shrine for a small reference
towards the goddess. The cult table hints towards food or incense offerings.134 Perhaps
the offering might have been related to the dossier, which, for sure, was the one of the
most prominent monuments on the agora within the Leukophryena festival.
The dossier, as we have seen, was not only a collection of deeds that grant the Leu-
kophryena’s recognition within the Greek koine – a signiﬁcant fact in itself – but also an
extensive report on the mythological and historical past of the polis Magnesia. For this
130 A different, clockwise route around the agora is dis-
cussed by K. Hammerschmied (Hammerschmied
ȋȉȊȏ, ȋȌȑ–ȋȍȊ; Hammerschmied ȋȉȊȐ, Ȓȍ–Ȓȏ),
which is possible but perhaps less convincing.
131 On the role of visitors at the festivities see Köhler
ȊȒȒȏ, ȊȎȉ–ȊȎȌ; Wiemer ȋȉȉȒa, ȊȋȎ–Ȋȋȏ.
132 Kuhn ȊȒȑȎ, ȊȑȐ–Ȍȉȑ; see also Coulton ȊȒȐȒ, ȑ–Ȋȑ;
Hesberg ȊȒȒȍ, Ȋȋȉ–ȊȋȊ.
133 Hesberg ȊȒȒȍ, Ȋȋȋ; Thüngen ȊȒȒȍ, Ȍȏ–ȌȒ. As an ex-
ample of the function of exedrai, see the situation at
the West Gate Road in Priene: Bielfeldt ȋȉȊȋ, Ȋȉȋ–
ȊȉȐ.
134 Humann, Kohte, and Watzinger ȊȒȉȍ, ȊȊȎ.
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reason already the topographical position of the dossier was meaningful. In the southern
part of the western portico it occupied “an important conceptual and rhetorical space”
directly opposite the temenos of Artemis where it worked “as a counterpart and aetiolog-
ical guide to the monumental altar and Ionic temple.”135 Of course, due to vast amount
of uncountable, small lines of text, it cannot be assumed that these inscriptions were
read during the Leukophryena festival. However, the dossier, exhibited next to the ago-
ras’s main entrance, at one of the plaza’s most frequented spots, was surely meant to be
noticed by the visitors. Certainly, it was perceived as a physical monument that gained
its value and expressiveness from its bare physical existence, its marble material, and its
public display. Moreover, their content might have been, at least superﬁcially, recogniz-
able, as comparable deeds existed in every Greek polis.136 When the procession passed
along the western stoa, as we may assume, the extent and monumentality of the dossier
would become visible to the pompe’s participants. A key spot can be identiﬁed at the
southern wall of the stoa where the four windows shed light on the documents (Fig. Ȍ).
We might also consider that on the leg from the shrine of Athena to the southern end
of the dossier some kind of vocal recitation – perhaps a hymn sung by the choir137 –
referred to the inscriptions or, at least, their most important passages such as the foun-
dation of the festival and of the polis.
After passing the dossier the pompe certainly turned towards the temple of Zeus.
The procession might have approached the building frontally where the altar of Zeus
was situated, but also to come into view of the god present in his image. According to
his name, Zeus Sosipolis was the “Saviour of the city” with the agora as his domain.138
Because of his patronage over the city and especially the market, which the pompe had
just traversed, a ritual reference to Zeus seems more than likely. Additionally, several
sacred relations between Zeus and Artemis can be traced that justiﬁed that assumption.
For the cult festival of Zeus, he and Artemis were – together with Apollo – cult associates
with goddess receiving a sacriﬁce at her own altar in the temenos.139 Furthermore, coin
images showing the cult image of Zeus holding the xoanon of Artemis seem to conﬁrm
this companionship.140 Lastly, a sacriﬁce to Zeus would ﬁt the general design of the pro-
cessional route: The temple of Zeus as the ﬁnal station of the pompe on the agora would
have reﬂected the procession’s overall centripetal route in a smaller scale by marching
around the market place heading towards its sacred centre.
Accordingly, the next movement of the procession should have been directed to-
wards the temenos. The route from the temple of Zeus towards the sanctuary must, at
135 Quoted after Platt ȋȉȊȊ, ȊȎȌ.
136 Witschel ȋȉȊȍ, ȊȊȏ–Ȋȋȍ. Although C. Witschel
refers to situations in cities of the western Roman
empire, his thoughts can surely be applied to the
Greek east.
137 On hymns, music, and other vocal rituals in the
processions see J. Kubatzkis article in this volume.
138 Kreutz ȋȉȉȐ, ȋȍȋ–ȋȍȏ.
139 Kern ȊȒȉȉ, no. Ȓȑ l. Ȏȉ–ȎȌ.
140 Schultz ȊȒȐȎ, cat. ȊȍȎ pl. ȊȊ; cat. ȊȐȉ pl. Ȋȍ.
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last, have confronted the participants of the pompe with the divergent orientation of the
temenos against its surroundings. This surely exposed the abovementioned fact of the
sanctuary’s greater antiquity and underlined the hierarchy between the ‘profane’ agora
and the ‘sacred’ temenos.
For the Hellenistic period the point of transgression into the sanctuary is unclear.
However, we can conclude that the pompe entered the temenos along its central axis as
it is indicated by the position of ﬁrst century AD gateway and a second century AD as-
sembly place. The passing of the gateway opened, according to B. Schmalz, a point de
vue perspective on the sacred architectures directed by “symmetries, building lines, and
staggered arrangement” (Fig. ȏ).141 Such visual strategies appeared already in the Hel-
lenistic architecture and can be spotted in various sanctuaries and can also be proposed
for Magnesia.142
In this point de vue perspective the main cult architectures – the sacred spring, the
altar, and the new Artemision – would have merged in one perspective layer. However,
this effect would not have come up at once, but was staged in the course of the proceed-
ing rituals. In fact, one must imagine the sacriﬁcial ﬁre on the altar already burning and
the ascending smoke hazing the view of the incoming pompe on the temple. Accord-
ingly, the sacred spring and the altar were the predominant visual features at this point.
Especially the altar with its ﬂight of stairs leading up to the platform would have drawn
the attention and directed the movement towards it.143 Even more, the large frieze de-
picting the Magnesia phylengötter seemed to have welcomed the arriving procession and
marked the sacred atmosphere of the place.
Against this background, the sacred spring was the ﬁrst station of the procession
in the sanctuary. At this point the semata of spring and rock should have explained the
mythological roots of the sanctuary and the cult to the participants of the pompe to em-
brace and understand the high authority of Artemis and the signiﬁcance of her festival.
How the procession interacted with this monument remains speculative, although
the spring situation might indicate an act of puriﬁcation for the upcoming sacriﬁce for
Artemis. The spring’s position directly in the way towards the altar made it necessary
for the procession to move around it. By doing so, the participants would have gained a
good view on the structure.
The following route should have been directed to the temple of Artemis, which
was the pride of the Magnesian citizens. Not only did its pseudodipteral form express
141 Schmaltz ȊȒȒȎ, ȊȌȍ, ȊȌȎ–ȊȎȉ. – On the assembly
place see Bingöl ȊȒȒȑ, ȍȊ–ȍȌ ﬁgs. Ȏȍ–ȎȎ; Ehrhardt
ȋȉȉȒ, Ȋȉȍ. – On the spatial design of the Magnesian
temenos see Doxiadis ȊȒȌȐ, ȍȑ–ȎȊ, Hesberg ȊȒȒȍ,
ȊȍȌ–Ȋȍȍ, and Ehrhardt ȋȉȉȒ, ȊȉȌ–Ȋȉȍ. – In general
on urban spatial planning Hellenistic times see sec-
tion ȋ.
142 Lauter ȊȒȑȏ, ȒȒ–ȊȊȌ, Ȋȑȉ–ȋȉȊ; Gruben ȋȉȉȊ, ȍȍȉ–
ȍȑȎ.




a new kind of architectural aesthetic, the temple was also the symbolic centerpiece of
the temenos staging the cult traditions of Artemis Leukophryene framed within the ped-
iment doors and the amazonomachy frieze.144 To embrace its aesthetic and symbolic
content a circumambulation of the temple seems to have been the best way. Especially
the frieze would have been recognizable in some detail. P. Hommel showed that the
frieze of the Artemision was squared for a view from an angle diagonally below, so a
passing of the pompe along the temple’s edges is likely.145 On this route also the small
naiskos on the backside of the Artemision became apparent.
After this possible rounding of the temple, the sacriﬁce would have been conducted
in front of the altar where the animals were staked. For this ritual the members of the
pompe together with the other audience might probably have gathered in a semicircle
around the altar’s front. After the sacriﬁce and the burning of the goddess’s portion,
directed by the priestess of Artemis, we can expect that the smoke from the sacriﬁcial
ﬂame on the altar slowly dispersed and revealed the temple beyond. As indicated above,
in this moment altar and temple would have merged into a coherent scenery, forming a
narrative of hierarchically ordered themes constitutive of the cult of Artemis (Fig. Ȏ). At
the bottom, the gods of the altar frieze represented the religious basis of the Magnesian
citizenry and its political constitution of phylai. Above, in the temple’s entablature, the
amazonomachia connected local mythology with regional and Panhellenic traditions. At
the topmost point, the pediment doors framed an apparition of the goddess herself.
If we accept C. Humann’s suggestion, an image of the Artemis was presented to her
devotees indicating that the goddess had accepted their offerings (Fig. Ȏ). Furthermore,
this apparition might have re-staged the epiphany from which her festival originated.
By all means, the elevated spot of this staging made perfectly clear the predominant role
of Artemis as the divine patron of all Magnesia.
ǣ Conclusion
As we have seen, the heortological phenomenon of the increasing numbers of Panhel-
lenic festivals in the Hellenistic period was related to the political and social shifts that
affected the Greek poleis and fostered a strengthened civic and Panhellenic self-awareness.
In this context, the new festivals provided a platform for a city-state to communicate its
identity to a large Panhellenic audience. For this purpose, the performance of a lavish
and elaborate procession was a vehicle to present and mediate civic unity, images of the
polis’s past, and affiliation with the Greek koine. Exempliﬁed by the Panhellenic festival of
144 Haselberger and Holzman ȋȉȊȎ, ȌȐȊ–ȌȒȊ, especially
Ȍȑȍ–ȌȑȎ.
145 Hommel ȊȒȎȐ, Ȏȍ.
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Artemis Leukophryene in Magnesia-on-the-Meander, it has been shown that the spatial
staging of the procession was crucial in communicating these identity-forming contents.
Simultaneously with the establishment of the Magnesian festival, extensive building
measures were conducted in order to provide a festive topography. The arrangement
of architecture and monuments not only formed an infrastructural and visual guide-
line along which the procession moved through this topography towards the altar of
Artemis; moreover, this route focused on various structures, images, and inscriptions
that created references to the civic and Panhellenic identity of the Magnesian citizens.
Here, the focus was set on the mythological and historical horizon of the Magnesians
and their relation to the Panhellenic past by recalling the Magnesians’ share in the myths
of the Trojan War, the journey of the Argonauts, and the myths of the Amazons in Asia
Minor. These links were subsequently drawn into the recent present in order to stress
the city’s current pertinence to the all-Greek audience. A special emphasis was laid on
the city’s chief goddess, her venerability and her time-honoured cult, which formed the
religious focal point in the civic life world of Magnesia. Indeed, the trajectory of the pro-
cession ended at the altar of Artemis so that we can speak of a spatial hierarchy towards
the sacred. As far as we can reconstruct the personnel line-up, we witness the Magne-
sians’ intention, on the one hand, to present themselves in the pompe as a well-ordered
and harmonious civic body and, on the other hand, to integrate participants from all
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